Stopping boundaries adjusted for sample size reestimation and negative stop.
We propose an approach to specify group sequential stopping boundaries adjusted for sample size reestimation and negative stop in interim analyses of a clinical trial. Sample size can be adjusted based on the observed delta at each interim to maintain the targeted power. The calculation of stopping boundaries incorporates possible changes in the type-I error due to sample size reestimation and/or negative stops; hence the overall type-I error is well controlled. This approach combines the advantages of the group sequential and sample size reestimation methods and is more efficient than either one alone. It provides flexibility in clinical trials and still maintains the integrity of these trials. When no early stop is planned, the stopping boundaries will be adjusted only for sample size reestimation. All calculations are given in closed mathematical forms and adjustments in stopping boundaries are based on the exact type-I error change. Therefore, the penalty for the type-I error inflation due to such interim conductions is kept to a minimum.